Abstract. Most of existing work on sports video analysis concentrates on highlight extraction. Few efforts devoted to the important issue as how to organize the extracted highlights which is adapt for the user preference. In this paper, we propose a novel approach to rank the highlights extracted from broadcast tennis video based on multi-modality analysis and relevance feedback. Firstly, visual and auditory features are employed to construct the mid-level representations for the content of broadcast tennis video. Then, the affective features are extracted from mid-level representations and the multiple ranking models are built using nonlinear regression algorithm. Finally, the ranking models are linearly combined to generate the final highlight ranking results. The relevance feedback technique is employed to effectively capture the user interest in visual and auditory attention spaces to adjust the ranking results being suitable to the user preference. The experimental results are encouraging and demonstrate that our approach is effective.
Introduction
As an important genre of digital video documents, sports video has attracted increasing attention in automatic video analysis [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8] due to its wide viewership and tremendous commercial potential. Most of existing work has been extensively studied on the content extraction of highlight summary [3, 6, 7, 8] . In terms of the general experience for sports game broadcasting, most of the users prefer to first browse the more interesting scenes rather than the insipid content, and sometimes prefer to view the most interesting highlights due to the device capacity and time limitation. Therefore, there exists a compelling case to organize the highlight content in a ranking manner preferably according to highly personalized requirement. However, few efforts have been devoted to the research of structure organization of highlight content to adapt for the user preference.
Although a few approaches have been investigated on highlight ranking of sports video [5, 9] , there is still no personalized scheme that has the ability of online learning and adjusting the ranking performance according to the requirements coming from different users. In this paper, we propose a novel highlight ranking approach for broadcast tennis video based on multi-modality analysis and relevance feedback. The highlights are progressively ranked according to their impressive confidences and user's feedback by fully exploring the multiple characteristics in terms of visual and auditory attention spaces to facilitate the ranking results being more suitable for the user personalization. Compared with our existing work [10] , we employed a more fine granularity ranking model construction scheme which is able to enhance the ranking performance on discovering the insight of affective characteristics in different multi-modality attention spaces.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduce the overview of proposed approach. The mid-level representation for broadcast tennis video based on multi-modality analysis is presented in Section 3. In Section 4, the scheme of ranking model construction on user attention spaces based on mid-level representation of video content is described. Section 5 details the algorithm of highlight ranking based on relevance feedback. Experimental results are reported in Section 6. Finally, we conclude the paper in Section 7.
Framework of Proposed Approach
The framework of our proposed approach shown in Fig. 1 consists of three major modules: 1) Mid-level representation construction for video content, 2) highlight ranking model construction for user attention spaces and 3) user relevance feedback to adjust ranking results.
Firstly, Low-level visual features are first used to detect the in-play shots describing the scoring events, which are the highlight content of broadcast tennis video. For each in-play shot, the mid-level representations of the video content are constructed in terms of player actions, trajectories and game-specific audio keywords. Then, affective features are extracted from action-trajectory-audio representation as the highlight attributes in the affective context. Nonlinear 
Mid-Level Representation for Broadcast Tennis Video
Human attention of events can be affected by various factors such as visual, auditory and environment status [11] . Since the content of broadcast sports video is intrinsically multimodal, human impression of highlights is affected by multimodalities in the video stream. According to the categories of multi-modalities, we can therefore partition the factors affecting the human perception of highlights into different attention spaces [10] . On the other side, human perceive the impressive degree of highlight content via the nature of emotions. To develop an automatic approach to simulate the mechanism of human perception for the evaluation and ranking of highlight impression, the low-level features cannot discover the deep insight of highlight at the affective level although it has the advantages of easily computing and wide range of application. The mid-level representation, e.g. player action or trajectory which is generated based on lowlevel features resorting to learning and recognition approaches, characterizes the semantic concepts of video content in a certain extent.
In our approach, we model human perception of highlights in different attention spaces using mid-level representation in terms of visual and auditory modalities in broadcast tennis video.
Mid-Level Representation for Visual Modality
As the salient object in sports video, the player behavior including actions and trajectories performed in the match is a kind of effective mid-level representation. The action recognition and trajectory computing techniques introduced in [12] are employed to construct mid-level representation for broadcast tennis video in terms of visual attention space.
Left-swing and right-swing are two typical actions of the tennis player performed in the game. Such two actions occupy more 90% among the player behavior. To recognize the left-swing and right-swing, the action recognition approach used is based on motion analysis, which is different from existing appearancebased approaches. The optical flow is extracted as the low-level feature. The challenge to be solved is that the computation of optical flow is not very accurate, particularly on coarse and noisy data such as broadcast video footage. The insight of proposed approach is to treat optical flow field as spatial patterns of noisy measurements which are aggregated using our motion descriptor instead of precise pixel displacements at points. A new motion descriptor, slice based optical flow histograms abbreviated as S-OFHs, as the motion representation and carry out recognition using support vector machine. As shown in see that S-OFHs can effectively capture the discriminative features for different actions in spatial space. This approach outperforms the existing action recognition in broadcast video. More details about this approach and its comparison with the existing methods can be found in [12] .
As another important genre of player behavior, the trajectory information reflects the player movement in the spatial space. In tennis game broadcasting, the cameras are usually located at the two ends of the court above the central line. Thus, the tennis court is projected to be trapezoidal in the video frames. Such projection leads to the distortion of player movement in the court. To calculate the real-world trajectory of the player, the player position in all the frames within an in-play shot are first obtained by tracking algorithm proposed in [13] . Fig. 3(a) show such results aggregated in one representative frame. We then use homography technique [14] to calculate real-word trajectory which is the locus of the player viewed from planform as shown in Fig. 3(b) . The final trajectory is smoothed by Gaussian filter. Fig. 4 shows the flowchart of audio keywords generation for the broadcast tennis video. Three domain-specific audio keywords are generated, which are silence, hitting ball and applause. We make use of representation of the audio signal in terms of time-domain and frequency-domain measurements to construct the sound recognizer by support vector machine. These measurements include zerocrossing rate (ZCR), Mel-frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCC ), linear prediction coefficient (LPC ), short time energy (STE ), and linear prediction cepstral coefficients (LPCC ). More details about audio keywords generation can be found in [15] . The generation of audio keywords has two purposes as shown in Fig. 4 . Firstly, we use the keywords, silence and hitting ball, to detect the action clip in the inplay shots. To improve the detection accuracy, silence recognition is incorporated with hitting ball in our approach. Secondly, applause is exploited as one selection for the affective feature extraction because the audience applause happening after a score event reflects the human perception for excitement degree of the entire event.
Mid-Level Representation for Auditory Modality

Ranking Model Construction for User Attention Spaces
To effectively model the user attention spaces, we extract features from broadcast tennis video as the representation of sports video content in the affective context. A nonlinear regression algorithm is applied to construct the ranking model for each attention space.
Affective Feature Extraction
Similar to [5] , six affective features are extracted from action-trajectory-audio representation for an in-play shot.
Features on Action. We extract Swing Switching Rate (SSR) as an affective feature on action. Swing switching rate gives the estimation of frequency for switching of player actions among left-swing and right-swing occurred in an inplay shot. We first define the indicator function SL as
Then, consider the sequence of action clips (V 1 , . . . , V n ) in the shot, swing switch rate is calculated as follows
where, Category(·) represents the action category of any clip V i .
Features on Trajectory.
Three features are derived from real-world trajectory description.
-Speed of Player (SOP ) which is calculated based on the length of real-world trajectory and shot duration. -Maximum Covered Court (MCC ) which is the area of rectangle shaped with the leftmost, rightmost, topmost and bottommost points on real-world trajectory. -Direction Switching Rate (DSR) which is the switching frequency for movement direction of the player in the court. For a real-world trajectory, let P S be the set of position points. We first scan the trajectory from horizontal and vertical direction to find the sets of inflexion IH and IV respectively. Then DSR is defined as
where · is the cardinality of a set.
Features on Audio Keywords. In tennis game, audience is used to giving applause after a player score. The longer duration and higher average energy of the applause are, the more exciting the score event is. Therefore, the audio keywords Applause is exploited to extract affective features as the response of audience from auditory component of broadcast tennis video.
-Duration of Applause (DOA) which is the time duration during of audience applause. -Applause Average Energy (AAE ) which is the energy measurement for applause signal.
Nonlinear Ranking Model Construction for Attention Spaces
Three ranking models are constructed for visual and auditory attention spaces in terms of action-trajectory-audio representation using support vector regression method, which are abbreviated as M AC, M AK and M TR respectively. Support vector regression (SVR) is a nonlinear technique which has the advantage of requiring fewer training samples and having better generalization ability. It provides superior robustness and prediction accuracy for sparse and nonlinear data distribution. The most important reason that we employ support vector regression to construct the ranking model is that there is no research effort can demonstrate that the model of human perception is linear. As the linear modeling is the special case of nonlinear computing technique, nonlinear SVR model is trained as the ranking model with consideration of its generality. The input of SVR model is the concatenation of extracted affective features and the output is the estimation of impressive confidence for an in-play shot (score event).
The final highlight ranking model is the linear combination of three submodels M AC, M AK and M TR, which is called combined model hereinafter. The three submodels reflect the user's different preference in visual and auditory attention spaces.
Relevance Feedback for Highlight Ranking
To realize the personalized ranking performance according to user preference, we exploit the relevance feedback technique to capture the user interest in three attention spaces represented by three ranking models. According to [16] , the relevance feedback can make the system understand the retrieval purpose of users and find the most satisfied result according to user individual requirement. Similarly, it can help the ranking system to capture the user interest region in attention space effectively.
Step 1: Evaluate the impressive confidence for each highlight segment using Eq. (4) Step 5: Adjust the weights of three submodels as { / ( ) , / ( ) , / ( ) } P P Q R Q P Q R R P Q R and repeat Step 1 with the adjusted weights. Repeat Step 2 to calculate the new ranking accuracy ' RA .
Step 6: If | ' | RA RA thres or user is satisfied, stop. Else go to Step 3.
Fig. 5. Highlight ranking based on relevance feedback
We define the final ranking model as the linear combination of models constructed on three submodels, which is
where w 1 , w 2 and w 3 are the corresponding weights of three submodels of highlight ranking, respectively. M F L is the exciting degree automatically estimated by computer with the reference of user feedback. The details of ranking process based on relevance feedback is described in Fig. 5 . Using our approach, we can obtain a weight set {w 1 , w 2 , w 3 } for each user, which reflects his/her own perception of highlight impression in the attention spaces. Then we can provide the user with the most exciting segments according to his/her individual preference. This method is different from the existing stereotyped video summarization technique because it has the advantage of personalized adaptation and online learning ability.
Experimental Results
We conducted experiments on four video clips extracted from four different tennis matches of French Open 2005. the detail of experimental data is list in Table 1 . We first used dominant color method to detect all the in-play shots from the video clips. To subjectively evaluate the highlights and obtain the ground truth, we designed a program for manual highlight confidence labeling. The scores of highlights are limited with the interval between 0 to 1. The more interesting a highlight is, the higher score it will be assigned to. We invited four subjects who have rich experience in tennis to independently score the impression according to their understanding. The ground truth of the degree for a light segment is the average of all subjective scores. In our experiment, we randomly selected one clip to train the ranking model, other clips were used as test data.
To evaluation the performance of the proposed approach, we define the metric shown in Eq. 5 to calculate the difference between the ground truth and the estimated results obtained by proposed approach.
where s ai is the ranking confidence of the ith highlight estimated by computer and s gi is the corresponding ground truth. In the feedback process, each subject Ranking Accuracy Fig. 6 . The curve of ranking accuracy against feedback times only needs to return the highlights that he/she was satisfied to the system. The system adjusted the weights of submodels to provide a new round of top 20 highlights and their new confidence to subjects. According to the ranking accuracy curve against feedback times which is shown in Fig. 6 , for the performance without no feedback interaction, the results of RA 1 and dif 1 are 83.4% and 14.9%. In the process of relevance feedback, the information from the user is given back to the ranking system to automatically adjust the weights of different submodels which are more adapted to the user preference. After three times feedback, the system achieves the average RA 2 = 94.3% and dif 2 = 10.9%. Based on the above experiment, we can see that the relevance feedback improves the performance of highlight ranking (RA 1 < RA 2 and dif 1 > dif 2 ).
Conclusion
In this paper, we present a novel approach for highlight ranking which is different from previous work. We introduce the relevance feedback into highlight ranking framework to effectively capture user's interest region in different attention spaces, which improve the performance of highlight ranking. In the future work, we will investigate more valuable affective features of the user attention spaces and incorporate other methods for highlight evaluation.
